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EtruscansMeeting 12

● Etruscans

● Writing and religion
● Mystery Cults
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Upcoming dates

•Weekly online stuff:
– Thursday, 1 December First post due responding to the reading

– Sunday, 4 December Second post due responding to the discussion
Quiz #9 due

•Monday, 12 December Research essay due via BlackBoard

•Thursday, 15 December Final Exam
1:00–3:00 p.m.
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Civic Religion in Athens

 One patron deity but many sacred sites

 Calendar of sacrifices and festivals
– Consistency throughout Attica
– Consistency with the past

 Festivals
– Panathenaia – athletic, musical competitions; all citizens
– Dionysia – poetry and drama competitions
– Communal worship of the gods

 No priestly class or central religious authority
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Diversity and panhellenism

 Athens not a model
– Different gods emphasized
– Different rituals, festivals, and calendars of sacrifices

 Epithets
– Zeus Ktesios (of the stores)
– Zeus Soter (the savior)
– Zeus Katabaites (lightning strikes)
– Zeus Meilichios (the accessible)
– Zeus Syllanius (sacred in Sparta)

 Colonization
– Spreads Greek religion
– Local elements of mother city harder to transport
– Indigenous cults at colony site
– Little change once established
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Charis and Timē

 Charis: favor that is expected to be repaid
– Gods give what’s prayed for: crops, coin, health, safety
– Humans give sanctuaries, sacrifices, hymns, dances

 Timē: honor to those who wield power well
– Like a good subject of a beneficent king
– Contrast to troubled relationship in epic poetry, tragedy

 Adornment—desire to make the gods beautiful

 Origin myths: power of god, kind of gifts

 Severed by death
– Rewards and punishments of gods come during life
– Greeks expect little from death
– Appeal of mystery cults, Christianity
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Reading: “The Death of Patroklas”
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Mystery Cults
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Mystery Cults

 Secrecy

 Improved future

 Relationship with cult’s central god/goddess

 Alongside civic religion

 Special myths as explanation
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Examples of Mystery Cults

 Eleusinian Mysteries

 Samothrakian Mysteries

 Bacchic Mysteries
– Ecstatic communion with Dionysos
– Gold tablets instruct on navigating the underworld
– Stain of the Titans requires atonement to Persephone

 Cult of Meter, Magna Mater, Cybele

 Cult of Mithras

 Cult of Isis
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Initiation

 Not just words and deeds but a transformation

 Similarities to other initiations
– Adolescent rites of passage
– Induction into a professional guild

 Nonexclusive
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Secrecy

 Part of the appeal

 Shield divinity’s benefits from uninitiated

 Community formed from diverse initiates
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Etruscans
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Etruscans
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Zagreb mummy text  (Liber Linteus Zagrabiensis)
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Capua tile (Tabula Capuana)
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Inscribed mirror
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Disciplina Etrusca

 Wisdom of Tages, the infant who sprang from 
the furrows of Tarquinii

 Three books—entrails, lightning, and ceremony

 Only fragments survived—quoted or 
summarized in Roman writings
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Haruspicia
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Etruscan religious spaces

 Spaces sacred to a god and a specific tradition

 Monumental temples

 Etruscan religion was local
– Gods from a shared pantheon 
– Given local meaning via distinctive cult, myth, epithets
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“The Etruscan Discipline”
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Writing and Religion
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Literacy

 Adult male literacy under 20%

 Affected by cultural context
– Gender
– Urban vs. rural
– Social class
– Democratic vs. oligarchic
– Type of writing system

 Religion experienced orally
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Roles of writing in religion

 Codification

 Cohesion across space and time
– Sharing of rituals and practice between cities, generations
– Persistence of memory
– Persistence of heterodoxy
– Reification of the past

 Organizational complexity

 Empowerment of those who control writing
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Homer
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Sibylline Books
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Judeo-Christian scripture

 Doctrine presented as divine revelation

 Still experienced orally by most

 Writing as codification and ritual, as with 
pagans
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